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Abstract
A capital abundant country exports capital services and imports labor services. This HOV
prediction could be obtained from either across-industry or within-industry specialization once
factor trade is measured bilaterally with producer countries’ techniques. This paper studies how
much across-industry specialization contributes to the recent evidence for the HOV model. I find
that Davis and Weinstein’s (2001) successful specifications depend exclusively on withinindustry specialization: a capital abundant country employs capital-intensive techniques across
all industries and any products exported from that country embody more capital than labor
(Schott, 2004). In addition, this structure of techniques is conditional on the factor-neutral TFP
adjustments. The unadjusted data on capital techniques has converged across countries. The
Heckscher-Ohlin models allowing capital mobility (e.g., Mundell, 1957; Helpman, 1984) appear
to be consistent with the global data.
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While the United States employs, on average, ten times more capital-intensive technique
than China does, the most capital-intensive manufacturing industry in the United States,
chemicals, is only two times more capital-intensive than U.S. apparel industry. The variation in
technique is much greater across countries than industries. This simple observation is intuitive to
explain the previous empirical failures of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek (HOV) model (e.g.,
Bowen, Leamer, and Sveikauskas 1987; Davis and Weinstein 2001; Schott 2003 and 2004),
particularly Trefler’s (1995) missing trade.
Whether a country specializes in a particular subset of industries by the capital
accumulation is a primary objective of testing the HOV model and its variants. 1 Davis and
Weinstein (2001) found substantial improvements in prediction power of the HOV model when
national techniques are modified according to the Dornbusch-Fischer-Samuelson (DFS) model
(1980) and the multiple-cone production model of Helpman (1999). 2 These traditional trade
theories predict the across-industry specialization; capital accumulation does not affect that
country’s techniques per se but does shift the domestic production towards more capitalintensive industries.
The objective of the paper is to exploit how much cross-industry technical difference, or
across-industry specialization, does contribute to the recent evidence for the HOV model (e.g.,
Davis and Weinstein 2001; Hakura 2001; Maskus and Nishioka 2009). By using the data from
29 countries including both developed and developing countries for year 2000, I find evidence
for the HOV prediction (i.e., a capital abundant country exports capital services and imports
labor services). However, the evidence does not stem from across-industry specialization. In
particular, Davis and Weinstein’s success depends crucially on the country-specific technique; a
capital-abundant country employs capital-intensive techniques across all industries and any
products exported from that country embody more capital than labor. 3 The evidence can be
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Harrigan (1997) found both technology and factor abundance are important determinants of international
specialization. By using the Rybzynski equation, Fitzgerald and Hallak (2004) found strong specialization in the
process of development. However, they could not untangle the effect of factor-abundance from other development
mechanisms.
2
Recent literature on the factor proportions models of international trade concentrates on the models with the
possibility of multiple-cone production that can arise due to large factor-endowment differences (e.g., Debaere and
Demiroglu 2003; Schott 2003; Choi and Krishna 2004; Lai and Zhu 2007).
3
This finding in techniques is consistent with the idea of within-product specialization (Schott 2004); capitalabundant countries use their capital-intensive techniques even for labor-intensive products to specialize vertically in
capital-intensive high-quality varieties. The industry-aggregated capital intensity might depend on such mechanisms
as the distributions of heterogeneous firms (e.g., Bernard, Redding, and Schott 2007), the complementarity across
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derived only from country-level data: GDP, exports, bilateral imports, and factor endowments.
Even though Davis and Weinstein provide evidence of how to account for factor contents of
trade, industry-level data cannot deliver the prediction of how countries specialize in which
industries simply from the accumulation of capital relative to labor (e.g., Schott 2003).
In this paper, I first repeat the empirical strategy taken by Davis and Weinstein; starting
from the standard HOV model, international techniques and factor prices are gradually modified
according to the factor-neutral TFP adjustment, the DFS model, and the multiple-cone
production models. The standard HOV model performs poorly as widely known. There is no
noticeable gain in prediction power of the HOV model when I introduce the factor-neutral TFP
adjustment. What is most surprising is that the modification according to the DFS model
provides strong evidence from the global data4 ; this success continues in the following
specifications of multiple-cone production models. Indeed, these successful specifications
eliminate the Leontief paradox (e.g., Leontief 1954; Leamer 1980) and predict precisely that a
capital (labor) abundant country exports capital (labor) services. The United States, as well as
most developed countries, is predicted as an importer of labor services and as an exporter of
capital services. Even though the evidence is consistent with the HOV prediction, the improved
prediction power does not depend on the traditional across-industry specialization. In fact, the
success is obtained exclusively from the cross-country difference in techniques: a product
exported from a developed country embodies more capital and less labor than the same product
from a developing country (Schott 2004). This suggests that within-industry specialization and
intra-industry trade are responsible for the success of the Davis-Weinstein model. 5
To test the driving forces of the success for the HOV model, I propose two techniquerestricted models: the first restricts technical variations to be industry-specific by adjusting
factor-specific efficiency units to be the same as in the United States, and the second allows
technical variations only across countries by imposing identical technique across industries for
each country. The former is identical to the factor-augmenting efficiency adjustment (e.g.,
Trefler 1993); all countries share the same techniques as the United States and factor abundances
factors (e.g., Krusell et al. 2000; Caselli and Coleman 2006; Maskus and Nishioka 2009), and the domestic price of
capital relative to labor.
4
In particular, evidence on the sign tests. The direction of factor trade is precisely predicted from factor abundance.
5
Romalis (2004) combined the DFS model with Krugman’s (1980) model of monopolistic competition. The insight
of Davis and Weinstein’s successful model is similar to that of Romalis because both models allow the intraindustry trade within each industry in the context of the factor abundance models.
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are adjusted to agree with U.S. factor-specific efficiencies. In this specification, since there is no
variation in techniques across countries, the HOV prediction stems solely from the endowmentdriven specialization. For example, labor-abundant China exports labor-intensive apparel and
imports capital-intensive automobiles so that China is predicted from the HOV model as an
exporter of effective labor and an importer of effective capital. The latter introduces the
industry-neutral technique for each country; there is single labor or capital requirement for all
industries in a country. Labor-abundant Indonesia employs labor-intensive techniques not only
for apparel and toys but also for chemicals and electronics. Therefore, capital-abundant France
and labor-abundant Indonesia both produce apparel but French apparel embodies more capital
and less labor than Indonesian apparel does.
I find both restricted models provide evidence for the standard HOV tests: weaker
evidence for across-country restriction and stronger evidence for the across-industry restriction.
The most important finding is that the across-industry restriction provides the best performance
for the data among all models in this paper. Moreover, the measured factor contents of trade are
almost identical to those measured from the multiple-cone production specification in Davis and
Weinstein. These results suggest that the success of the Davis-Weinstein model depends
exclusively on cross-country differences in techniques and across-industry specialization does
not play any role for the success. Given the findings with the across-industry restriction, it is
surprising to see the evidence for the HOV model with the across-country restriction, or the
factor-augmenting efficiency adjustments. Interestingly, this specification predicts something
different from Davis and Weinstein’s successful models: some countries export both labor and
capital and others import both factors. More precisely, measured factor contents of trade
strongly reflect countries’ trade balances since there are no significant variations in techniques
across industries particularly for capital. Again, the global data cannot deliver clear evidence for
capital-endowment-driven across-industry specialization. 6
Finally, a capital-abundant country employs more capital and less labor and this structure
of technique depends on the factor-neutral efficiency (TFP) adjustments. Developing countries
employ, on average, three times more labor, but there are no significant differences in capital
usage without any efficiency adjustments. Because TFP is roughly the average of these two
6

My findings in the paper are consistent with those in Romalis (2004). The Romalis model predicts that countries
capture the larger share of U.S. imports for commodities that use their abundant factors intensively. Romalis found
the strong evidence with skill abundance but the weak evidence with capital abundance.
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factor performances, the TFP adjustment generates a clear distinction in techniques between
developed and developing countries; developing countries employ two times more labor and
developed countries employ two times more capital. 7 If the previous empirical failures of the
HOV model are due to the inability to introduce countries’ actual techniques (Hakura 2001), it is
rather appropriate to take the strong cross-country convergence in capital technique into account.
This convergence is consistent with the evidence provided by Caselli and Feyrer (2007) who
showed macroeconomic data on aggregate output, physical capital, and capital share supports the
view that international financial markets are efficient at allocating production capital across
countries. Indeed, capital might be a mobile factor across borders. The Heckscher-Ohlin models
allowing the possibility of capital mobility (e.g., Mundell 1957; Helpman 1984) are further
discussed. The HOV predictions with the factor-augmenting efficiency adjustments appear to be
consistent with these models.
The remainder of this paper is organized into three sections. In Section I, I develop the
various HOV specifications that Davis and Weinstein proposed and provide evidence for these
models from the global data. Section II introduces the restricted models and provides empirical
results. I discuss how much cross-industry differences in technique contribute to Davis and
Weinstein’s success. I present concluding remarks in the last section.

I. The Success of the Davis-Weinstein Model
A. Empirical Models
The Standard HOV Model
I begin by deriving the standard HOV model in a world with F factors, C countries, and
N products. Assume that all countries have identical techniques; markets for products and
factors are perfectly competitive; there are no barriers to trade and zero transport cost; factor
inputs move freely within a country but not across countries; and the distribution of factors is
consistent with integrated equilibrium so that factor prices equalize.
7

For example, the labor productivity of Hungary is one third of that of the United States but there is no significant
difference for the capital productivity. Since the TFP measure is the average of these two factor-specific
productivities, Hungarian TFP is roughly two thirds of American TFP. Hungary employs three times more workers
but each worker can produce only two thirds of a U.S. worker does. Therefore, with the TFP adjustment, Hungary
employs two times more workers than the United States does. Hungary uses the same amounts of capital but each
unit of capital can produce only two thirds as much as U.S. capital. Once again, if I adjust Hungarian technique with
the TFP measure, Hungary employs two thirds as much capital as the United States does. Thus, because of the TFP
adjustment, Hungary employs more labor and less capital than the United States.

5

For each country c, the net-export vector is the difference between net production (Yc)
and final consumption (Dc):
Xc − ⎣⎡∑ c '≠c Mcc ' ⎦⎤ = Yc − Dc

(1)

where Xc is an N×1 vector of total exports for country c and Mcc’ is an N×1 vector of imports
from country c’ to country c.
Bc is the F×N technical matrix and each element (acfi), unit factor requirement,
corresponds to the amount of a factor (f) required to produce one unit of net output for sector i. 8
I multiply equation (1) by technical matrix Bc and apply the factor-exhaustion assumption
BcYc=Vc where Vc is an F×1 vector of factor endowments. A country’s factor contents of trade
are the difference between a country’s factor endowments (BcYc=Vc) and factors absorbed in
final consumption (BcDc):
(2)

B c X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c B c M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V c − B c D c

Assuming identical and homothetic preferences, along with identical prices of goods and
services, the final consumption vector is proportional to the world net output vector (Yw):
(3)

Dc = s c Y w

where sc is a scalar representing the share of country c in world expenditure. Because the
production technique is identical worldwide in the standard HOV model, the U.S. technique
(Bc=Bc’=BUS) is traditionally used to derive BUSDc=scBUSYw=scVw.
(4)

BUS X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c BUS M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V c − s c V w

where BUSXc –[Σc’≠c BUSMcc’] is measured factor contents of trade with the U.S. technique and
Vc-scVw is predicted factor contents of trade.
The standard HOV model predicts measured factor contents of trade for a country from
that country’s factor endowments, world factor endowments, and its final consumption share.
The success of this HOV prediction depends not only on across-industry specialization driven by
factor abundance but also on the U.S. technique. If the United States employs the capitalintensive technique across all industries, we cannot distinguish labor-intensive from capital-
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I derive the total technical matrix Bc for each country from an F×N direct technical matrix (B*c) and an N×N inputoutput matrix (Ac) such that Bc = B*c (I-Ac)-1 where I is N×N identity matrix. Fisher and Marshall (2008) show the
inconsistency of developing techniques from this traditional method. In spite of their caution, this paper employs
this standard procedure so that I can compare my results with those of previous works.
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intensive sectors and measured factor contents of trade for any country reflect that country’s
trade balance.
I summarize the standard HOV model with the set of three equations: the first equation
tests the validity of the factor-exhaustion condition for the domestic production (S1-1); the
second is the trade test (S1-2); the last equation summarizes the estimation strategy (S1-3).
(S1-1) Production: BUS Y c = V c
(S1-2) Trade: BUS X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c BUS M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V c − s c V w
(S1-3) Technique: a cfi = aUfiS

The Factor-Neutral Efficiency Adjustment
As documented in the previous literature (e.g., Maskus 1985; Bowen, Leamer, and
Sveikauskas 1987; Trefler 1995; Davis and Weinstein 2001), the standard HOV model is
hopeless without adjusting for efficiency differences across countries. Factor- and industryneutral efficiency, or TFP, is the simplest measure to adjust the unobserved differences in factor
performances across countries. To incorporate efficiency into the standard HOV model, it is
convenient to normalize productivity differences to the United States (θUS=1).
(S2-1) Production: B H Y c = V cE
(S2-2) Trade: B H X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c B H M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V cE − s c V wE
(S2-3) Technique: ln(a cfi ) = ln(θ c ) + ln(α fi ) + ε cfi
Here, αfi are parameters to be estimated corresponding to common factor input
requirement for factor f in industry i. Technique BH is developed from the estimated coefficients
from equation (S2-3), αfi, by normalizing efficiency to the United States. At the same time,
factor endowments are adjusted to the U.S. efficiency: VcE=θcVc. The world endowment (VwE) is
the sum of VcE. Weighted least squares are employed to estimate equation (S2-3).9
The Dornbusch-Fischer-Samuelson Model
The Dornbusch-Fischer-Samuelson (1980) model is the first specification that modifies
the unrealistic assumption of identical technique. The DFS model predicts the endowment-

9

In contrast to Davis and Weinstein, I do not employ the seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) model.
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driven specialization: a capital abundant country exports capital-intensive goods, imports laborintensive goods, and non-traded goods are those of intermediate capital-intensity. Exports from
a capital abundant country in a given industry are more capital-intensive than the world
production in that industry because of the presence of these non-traded sectors. These insights
are introduced into the following specification, in which the factor contents of exports in tradable
industries vary systematically with a country’s capital abundance, and the factor contents of
imports must be measured bilaterally with the producer countries’ techniques. This is the first
estimation that modifies the assumption of identical technique.
(S3-1) Production: B cD Y c = V cE
(S3-2) Trade: B cD X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c B c ' D M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V cE − s c V wE
(S3-3) Technique: ln(a cfi ) = ln(θ c ) + ln(α fi ) + γ Df ln( K c / Lc ) DiT + ε cfi
DTi is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if the sector is tradable and zero if
the sector is non-tradable. I introduce a restriction, Σf γDf =0, so that industry input coefficients
in tradable industries do not affect each country’s single efficiency level (θc). In addition, BcD is
now efficiency-adjusted and is developed from the estimated coefficients from (S3-3),

exp ⎡⎣ln(αˆ fi ) + γˆ Df ln( K c / Lc ) DiT ⎤⎦ .
The Multiple-Cone Production Model
As suggested by Helpman (1999), a capital abundant country might specialize in capitalintensive subsets of products if the factor price equalization (FPE) theorem does not hold. Hence,
countries specialize in different cones of production according to their levels of capital
abundances. This affects unit factor requirements (acfi) systematically by that country’s capital
abundance for both tradable and non-traded products.
For this specification, I separate factors employed for tradable production from those for
non-tradable production because the prices of non-traded products might be different across
countries. To specify the multiple-cone production model, I define a country c’s technique at
equilibrium factor prices as BcM=[BcMT BcMNT] where the partition is between tradable (T
industries) and non-tradable sectors (NT sectors = N-T sectors). The net output vector is also
partitioned as Yc=[YcT YcNT]’. Then, the factor market clearing condition is BcMYc=VcE. If this
equation is rewritten with tradable and non-tradable sectors, I get VcET=VcE-VcENT where
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VcET=BcMTYcT and VcENT=BcMNTYcNT. Assuming that preferences in all countries between

tradable and non-tradable products are identical and homothetic, sc remains country c’s share of
world spending on both tradable and non-tradable sectors. As in Leamer (1984), the existence of
non-tradable sectors does not affect the prediction of the HOV model as long as countries share
identical techniques in non-tradable sectors because of VcENT-scVwENT=0. However, under
multiple-cone production model this condition does not hold strictly. Therefore, it is important
to partition out factors employed in the non-tradable sectors from countries’ factor endowments.
(S4-1) Production: B cM Y c = V cE
(S4-2) Trade: B cM X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c B c ' M M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V cET − s c V wET
c
c
T
c
(S4-3) Technique: ln(a cfi ) = ln(θ c ) + ln(α fi ) + γ Tf ln( K c / Lc ) DiT + γ NT
f ln( K / L )(1 − Di ) + ε fi

I introduce a restriction, Σf (γTf + γNTf)=0, to estimate (S4-3). BcMT and BcMNT are
efficiency-adjusted and developed from the estimated coefficients from (S4-3) so that each unit
factor requirement corresponds to exp ⎡⎣ ln(αˆ fi ) + γˆ Tf ln( K c / Lc ) DiT ⎤⎦ and
c
c
T
⎤
exp ⎡⎣ln(αˆ fi ) + γˆ NT
f ln( K / L )(1 − Di ) ⎦ .

In addition, equation (S4-3) can be further relaxed so that countries’ capital-labor ratios
have a different effect on each industry. In this unrestricted technology specification, factor
prices do not equalize since a country employs the optimal techniques according to domestic
factor abundances. I introduce a restriction Σfi γfi=0 to estimate equation (S5-3):
(S5-1) Production: B cM ' Y c = V cE
(S5-2) Trade: B cM ' X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c B c ' M 'M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V cET − s c V wET
(S5-3) Technique: ln(a cfi ) = ln(θ c ) + ln(α fi ) + γ fi ln( K c / Lc ) + ε cfi

B. Data and Empirical Results

I develop the data for year 2000 from the OECD publications such as the STAN Industry
(2005), the Input-Output database (2007), and the STAN bilateral trade database (2006). 10 The
data provides me with intermediate input usages, gross and net outputs, final consumption, factor
inputs, and bilateral trade for 30 industries for 19 developed and 10 developing countries. In
contrast to Davis and Weinstein’s data that consists of ten OECD countries and the rest of the
10

The detailed methodology to develop the data is in the appendix.
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world aggregate for year 1985, I am able to disaggregate the rest of the world into each of 19
countries. However, my results might not be directly comparable with those of Davis and
Weinstein (2001) since the globalization in service trade, foreign direct investment (FDI), and
technology diffusion has progressed over the last three decades (e.g., Hanson, Mataloni, and
Slaughter 2005; Keller 2002).
Technology Estimations
The technique, acfi, represents the amount of a factor required to produce one unit of net
output in each sector. 11 Table 1 provides the summary statistics of acfi for labor and capital. The
primary objective of the table is to compare technical differences across industries to those
across countries. I summarize the cross-industry means and standard errors for each country in
the first panel (Table 1 I). 12 The developing countries employ, on average, three times more
labor, 0.056 for developing countries and 0.018 for developed countries, and the developed
countries employ 37 percent more physical capital, 0.014 for developed countries and 0.010 for
developing countries. The second panel (Table 1 II) instead provides the within-industry means
and standard errors for each industry. The service sector employs 18 percent more of labor,
0.030 for manufacturing and 0.035 for services, but there is no significant difference for capital.
Moreover, within-industry standard deviations to means ratios for labor are uniformly greater,
indicating larger variations in techniques across countries than those across industries.
Table 2 reports the coefficients and associated summary statistics for technology
estimations (S2-3), (S3-3), (S4-3), and (S5-3) with the weighted least squares. Even though I do
not report the results, almost all coefficients measuring techniques and country-specific
efficiency units are statistically significant. In terms of the Schwarz Information Criteria (SIC),
the technology estimation with multiple-cone production model (S4-3) is the best specification;
the second is the unrestricted technology model without FPE (S5-3). These results indicate the
importance of allowing the country capital to labor ratios in the technology estimations. Figure 1
provides the coefficients on the capital to labor ratios for the specifications (S3-3), (S4-3), and
11

acfi for labor (f=L) is hour-adjusted thousands of workers and that for capital (f=K) is 100 million international
dollars (2000) of capital stock required to produce one million international dollars (2000) of net output for each
industry i.
12
I first develop the mean and standard deviation for each country in Table 1.I. and the mean and standard deviation
for each industry in Table 1.II. The statistics reported in the Table 1 is the arithmetic means and standard deviations
of the subsets of corresponding countries or industries.
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(S5-3). Regardless of the tradable versus non-tradable restrictions on γfi, these coefficients are
quite stable across industries: around -0.45 for labor and 0.50 for capital; a capital-abundant
country employs more capital and less labor across all sectors after controlling for the average
techniques and TFP levels.
Performance of the HOV Models
To check the performance of trade tests for the HOV model, standard testing procedures
are developed (e.g., Bowen, Leamer, and Sveikauskas 1987; Trefler 1995; Davis and Weinstein
2001). First, a sign test obtains the probability of sign coincidences between measured and
predicted factor contents of trade. If the specification holds perfectly, the sign coincidence
would be 100 percent. A slope test involves regressing measured factor contents of trade on
predicted ones without an intercept. If the HOV specification holds, the regression coefficient
would be unity. Finally, variance ratios are developed for each factor, computing the variance of
measured factor contents of trade over the variance of predicted ones. The ratio should be unity
but previous literature has shown that this number tends to be close to zero, reflecting Trefler’s
(1995) missing trade.
Before studying the trade tests, I discuss some important findings observed in the
production tests shown in Table 3 I. The slope test of production regresses measured factor
contents of domestic production (e.g., BUSYc for the standard HOV model) on predicted ones
(e.g., Vc for the standard HOV model) without an intercept. The examination of production tests
with the standard HOV equation (S1-1) suggests that while the U.S. technique for labor is an
outlier the U.S. technique for capital is not. The slope with the U.S. technique is 0.149 for labor
and 0.920 for capital. The slope tests improves to 0.919 for labor and 0.927 for capital with the
DFS specification even though measured factor contents of production are systematically
undervalued to predicted ones, indicating the importance of allowing for the country-specific
technique for non-tradable sectors in the technology estimations. Davis and Weinstein provide
the similar tendencies with their 1985 data. Moreover, the production tests fit almost perfectly
when the technology estimations involve the capital to labor ratios across all industries (S4-1)
and (S5-1).
Table 3 II provides the results for the trade tests. The standard HOV model (S1-2)
without any technology adjustment performs poorly as previously documented. The sign fits are
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37.9 percent for labor and 62.1 percent for capital, the slope coefficients are 0.005 for labor and
0.023 for capital, and the variance ratios are 0.000 for labor and 0.066 for capital. The sign fit is
no better than the coin-flip probability and the slope and the variance ratio tests indicate
significant missing trade particularly for labor. Indeed, the variance ratio of the predicted labor
contents of trade is about sixteen thousand times that of measured ones. 13 Table 1 gives us
intuition. The developing countries employ three times more labor than developing countries do.
Moreover, China uses on average ten times more labor than the United States does. Because the
U.S. technique is used to measure factor contents of trade for (S1-2), the labor services embodied
to imports from China are ten times smaller than actual labor contents of these imports.
There is no noticeable gain in prediction power when I introduce a factor-neutral TFP
adjustment. Even though the sign fit is slightly improved, the slope and variance ratio tests still
indicate significant missing trade. There is a systematic change in variance ratio. While the
variance ratio for labor is twenty times greater than that without the TFP adjustment, the variance
ratio for capital is four times smaller than that without the TFP adjustment. In addition, the TFP
adjustments create an important change for factor endowment shares (Table 3 III). The share of
developed countries for labor increases from 27.9 percent to 46.2 percent and that for capital
increases slightly from 75.9 percent to 86.0 percent, indicating North-South efficiency gap for
labor.
What is most surprising is that the DFS specification (S3-2) improves the sign fits almost
perfectly. The proportion of correct signs rises sharply to 93.1 percent for labor and 89.7 percent
for capital. Even though the trade variance ratios (0.077 for labor and 0.058 for capital) are not
perfectly close to the theoretical predictions, the improvements in sign tests are impressive. The
great success continues to the following two specifications, the multiple-cone production (S4-2)
and unrestricted technology (S5-2) models, even though there are no significant improvements
for sign, slope and variance ratio tests. These three specifications eliminate the Leontief paradox
and predict precisely that a capital (labor) abundant country exports capital (labor) services.
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 are the scatter plots of measured factor contents of trade in terms of
predicted ones for the unrestricted technology model (S5-2). The United States, as well as
almost all developed countries, is predicted as an importer of labor and as an exporter of capital.

13

Compared to Davis and Weinstein, my data provides strong evidence for missing trade. One reason might be the
fact that my dataset includes China and its 732 million workers.
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In addition, most developing countries are predicted as importers of capital and as exporters of
labor. This evidence is consistent with the HOV prediction since countries export abundant
factors and import scarce factors.

II. Across-Industry Versus Across-Country Difference in Technique

In the previous section, I repeated the empirical exercise proposed by Davis and
Weinstein. The data for year 2000 from 29 countries is consistent with the HOV prediction
when the HOV assumptions, identical technique and factor price equalization, are relaxed. Table
4 summarizes the techniques employed for the unrestricted technology model (S5-2). Here the
techniques are adjusted to the U.S. TFP unit. Compared to the original data on unit factor
requirements provided in Table 1, the efficiency adjustment generates a clear distinction in
techniques between the developed and developing countries. The developing countries employ,
on average, two times more labor, 0.027 for developing countries and 0.014 for developed
countries, and the developed countries employ two times more capital, 0.011 for developed
countries and 0.006 for developing countries. The efficiency adjustment mitigates the NorthSouth technical difference for labor and creates the clear difference for capital. The detailed data
on technique is provided in Figures 3-1 and 3-2; Belgium employs the most capital-intensive
technique and China employs the most labor-intensive technique. The difference in capital
intensity between these two countries is 16-fold.
The success in the Davis-Weinstein model could be obtained without cross-industry
specialization since any products exported from the developed countries embody more capital
than labor and those imported from the developing counties embody more labor than capital.
Schott (2004) first suggested the systematic cross-country difference in techniques within a
product by using the product-level import data of the United States. The United States imports
the same products from both high- and low-wage countries and unit values within products vary
systematically with exporter’s factor abundances and production techniques. The objective of
this section is to exploit how much two variations in techniques, cross-industry versus crosscountry, contribute to the evidence of the HOV model. First, unit factor requirements are
specific for each sector and constant across countries; this assumption is the foundation for the
across-industry specializations such as the HO model, the DFS model, and the multiple-cone
production model. These theories predict that capital-abundant Japan exports capital-intensive
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automobiles and chemicals while labor-abundant China specializes in labor-intensive apparel and
toys. Second, the techniques within a country might be similar across sectors; labor-abundant
Indonesia employs labor-intensive techniques not only for apparel and toys but also for
chemicals and electronics. Therefore, capital-abundant France and labor-abundant Indonesia
both produce apparel but France employs more capital-intensive technique than Indonesia does.
This is consistent with within-product specialization in Schott (2004).

A. Restricted Models

Across-Industry Difference in Techniques
The HO model, the DFS model, and the multiple-cone production model all assume that
factors required to produce one unit of a product are different across industries. Therefore, the
capital accumulation does not change technique per se but spurs countries to specialize in
capital-intensive industries. To understand the contribution of the across-industry countryneutral technical difference in the success of the Davis-Weinstein model, it is a good idea to
implement the standard HOV model with factor-augmenting productivity adjustments proposed
by Trefler (1993) and Maskus and Nishioka (2009). Trefler introduces a Hicks-neutral
efficiency at the individual factor level to measure endowments in the U.S. factor-specific
efficiency units. If the labor supplies of Spain and Italy were the same but Italian workers were
20 percent more productive, then Spain requires 20 percent more labor than Italy does to produce
one unit of the same product. This simple modification is consistent with the standard HOV
model after adjusting for international differences in factor efficiency. While all countries share
the same technique for each sector, efficiency-adjusted factor endowments differ across countries.
To introduce the factor-augmenting productivity adjustment, I simply allow θc≠θcf from
the factor-neutral efficiency adjustment model (S2-3).
(S6-1) Production: B F Y c = V cF
(S6-2) Trade: B F X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c B F M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V cF − s c V wF
(S6-3) Technique: ln(a cfi ) = ln(θ cf ) + ln(α fi ) + ε cfi
where BF is developed from the estimated coefficients from (S6-3): αˆ fi . I normalize Vc to the
U.S. factor-by-factor efficiency units such that VcF=[Lc/θcL Kc/θcK]’. The world endowment
vector (VwF) is the sum of VcF.
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Across-Country Difference in Techniques
To eliminate the cross-industry variation in techniques, I introduce strong assumptions on
the unrestricted technology specification (S5-1), (S5-2), and (S5-3). The first restriction is
imposed on the average unit factor requirements across industries: afi=af. The average labor and
capital requirements for any products are the same across industries and countries. If the
empirical success is due to technical difference across industries or the industry-specific capital
intensities, there must be huge missing trade with the fitted techniques from this specification.
Second, I restrict the country capital to labor ratio to affect uniformly on all industries: γM’fi =γRf
with the restriction Σf γRf =0. These two restrictions ensure that there are no technical variations
within a country. For example, both apparel and chemical industries in France employ the
identical capital-intensive technique; those industries in Indonesia use the identical laborintensive technique. Then, I have the following set of the equations:
(S7-1) Production: B cR Y c = V cE
(S7-2) Trade: B cR X c − ⎡⎣ ∑ c '≠ c B c ' R M cc ' ⎤⎦ = V cET − s c V wET
(S7-3) Technique: ln(a cfi ) = ln(θ c ) + ln(α f ) + γ Rf ln( K c / Lc ) + ε cfi
Interestingly, this system of three equations consists only of macroeconomic data. BcR is
the average technique of country c and is approximately equal to V cE ( Y c ) −1 , which is further
rewritten to [Lc/GDPc Kc/GDPc]’ due to the definition of GDP. Xc is the total exports of country

c, EXc, and Mcc’ is the total imports of country c from country c’, IMcc’. Therefore, the success of
this specification provides evidence against across-industry specialization.

B. Contributions on the Success: Industry versus Country Difference in Technique

Estimations on Restricted Models
Table 2 II reports the technology coefficients and associated summary statistics for
equations (S6-3) and (S7-3). According to the SIC, the technology estimation with the factoraugmenting productivity differences (S6-3) is statistically superior to that with the unrestricted
technology model without FPE (S5-3), and those two restricted models fits better than the DFS
specification (S3-3). Moreover, these specifications predict the domestic production quite
precisely as in Table 3 even though measured capital contents of production overestimates by 23
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percent with the country-specific techniques. It might be surprising that these restricted
specifications fit the technology estimations and the production tests quite well since previous
empirical evidence suggests the relaxation in techniques and factor prices are responsible for the
success of the HOV model. Hakura (2001) stressed the importance of using original techniques
for the success of the HOV model. 14
Before moving to the trade tests, it is important to understand how techniques differ for
these two restricted specifications. First, Figure 4 summarizes the unit labor requirement, unit
capital requirement, and capital intensity across 30 industries. Since I adjust each factor
endowment by factor-specific efficiency, all countries share the same technique across industries.
Overall, electricity, mining, petroleum products, and business services are the four most capitalintensive industries. The most capital-intensive industry in manufacturing is chemicals and the
most labor-intensive industry in manufacturing is textiles. The ratio of the capital intensity for
chemicals to that for textiles is around two. This technical difference mainly comes from labor:
while the textile sector employs twice more labor than the chemical sector does, these two
sectors use similar amounts of capital to produce the same value of net output. The unit labor
requirement, unit capital requirement, and capital intensity across 29 countries for the
specification (S7-3) are in Figure 5. Belgium employs the most capital-intensive technique and
China does the most labor-intensive technique. More precisely, the labor required to produce
one unit of final products for Belgium is one-fourth of that for China; Belgium uses four times
more capital than China does. Therefore, Belgium capital-intensity is 16-fold of Chinese capitalintensity, which is equal to the country capital to labor ratio.

Performance of the Restricted Models
Table 3 provides the results of testing the restricted specifications. With the factoraugmenting productivity adjustments, the proportion of correct sign is 75.9 percent for labor and
69.0 percent for capital; the variance ratio is 0.19 for labor and 0.50 for capital. These statistics
sufficiently improves from the standard HOV model (e.g., Trefler 1993; Maskus and Webster
14

Hakura (2001) showed unrestricted techniques as a source of success for the HOV model. However, because she
introduced only one condition, identical and homothetic preference, in equation (2) in this paper, the evidence does
not necessarily depend on unrestricted techniques. Rather, it merely provides the evidence for the identical and
homothetic preference across four European countries. Indeed, once factor contents of imports are measured
bilaterally with producers’ techniques, her unrestricted technology specification does not support the data. These
results are available upon request.
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1999; Maskus and Nishioka 2009); however, the success in the sign test is not as impressive as
specifications (S3-2), (S4-2), and (S5-2). The results with the across-industry restriction (S7-2)
are quite surprising. The proportion of the correct sign is 86.2 percent for labor and 86.2 percent
for capital. The slope tests improve to 0.417 for labor and 0.388 for capital; trade variance ratios
also improve to 0.178 for labor and 0.175 for capital. Judging from the standard HOV tests,
these two restricted specifications provide evidence for the HOV model.
To understand what underlies the success, I further study measured factor contents of
trade and factor abundances for these restricted specifications and the unrestricted technology
model (S5-2). Table 5 provides the statistical association of measured factor contents of trade
between the three specifications. The across-industry restriction model (S7-2) measures factor
contents of trade sufficiently similar to that of the unrestricted technology model (S5-2); the sign
concordance is 89.7 percent for labor and 96.6 percent for capital, the correlation is 0.997 for
both labor and capital, and the variance ratio of (S7-2) to that of (S5-2) is 2.078 for labor and
1.526 for capital. Not only does the restriction keep the predictions in signs, as the unrestricted
model does, it also improves the variance ratios and slopes. In other words, there are no gains in
prediction power even if the industry-specific capital intensities are introduced. The almostidentical performances of these two specifications imply that the impressive performances of the
sign concordances and variance ratios stem from cross-country difference in techniques; the
industry-specific techniques do not play any role for the success of the Davis-Weinstein model.
On the other hand, the across-country restriction in technique (S6-2) predicts something
different from the unrestricted technology model without FPE (S7-2). The sign concordance
between measured factor contents of trade for (S6-2) and those for (S5-2) is 44.8 percent for
labor and 72.4 percent for capital; the correlation is 0.635 for labor and -0.602 for capital.
Moreover, the variance ratio is only 0.012 for labor but 0.590 for capital. Two notable findings
are involved. First, the relaxation in across-country technical difference is crucial to account for
the missing trade for labor but not for capital. Second, there is strong negative correlation
between measured capital contents of trade with factor-specific productivity adjustments (S6-2)
and those with unrestricted technology model (S5-2). Table 6 provides the reason why there is
strong negative correlation. With the factor-specific efficiency adjustments, measured factor
contents of trade correlate strongly with countries’ trade balances: 0.943 for labor and 0.971 for
capital. In addition, the signs of measured factor contents of trade correspond to those of
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countries’ total trade balances: 86.2 percent for labor and 93.1 percent for labor. Indeed, since
there are no significant variations in techniques, in particular for capital, across industries, the
measured factor contents of trade reflect each country’s trade balance. 15

Efficiency and the Success of the HOV Models
Even though capital accumulation does not likely predict across-industry specialization, it
is not necessarily the rejection for the HOV model since factor contents of trade can be
reasonably predicted from factor abundances. However, the predictions from these two
restricted specifications differ tremendously, depending on how to implement the efficiency unit:
TFP or factor-augmenting efficiencies. Most of the previous literature on growth accounting
specifies the production function by assuming that all differences in efficiency across countries
are TFP differences, as summarized by the single multiplicative factor Ac in the production
c

c

c

c

function Yi c = Ac fi ( Lci , K ic ) = ( Ac Lci ) βi ( Ac K ic )1− βi = ( Lci / θ c ) βi ( K ic / θ c )1− βi . As in Casseli (2005),
this specification of single efficiency difference is factor-neutral, and a country uses all factors
efficiently with a unique proportion. Davis and Weinstein (2001) employed this idea, combined
with the country-specific labor share: βci≠βc’i. On the other hand, Caselli (2005) and Caselli and
Coleman (2006), based on the Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) production function,
explored a general setting that allows for the possibility of factor-specific efficiencies (e.g.,
Trefler 1993; Maskus and Nishioka 2009). Using the Cobb-Douglas form, I can show that TFP,

Ac(=1/θc), consists of factor-specific efficiencies:
Yi c = ( ALc ) βi ( AKc )1− βi fi ( Lci , K ic ) = ( ALc Lci ) βi ( AKc K ic )1− βi = ( Lci / θ Lc ) βi ( K ic / θ Kc )1− βi where industryspecific labor shares (βci=βc’i) are constant across countries, and TFP measures of Ac is now
composed of the product of contributions from labor and capital ( Ac = ( ALc ) βi ( AKc )1− βi ). 16
Caselli and Feyrer (2007) found that capital shares, 1-βci, are similar across countries
once they separate the natural capital from reproductive capital to calculate the accurate capital
shares. 17 Moreover, they show the macroeconomic data is consistent with the view that
international financial markets are efficient at allocating production capital across countries (e.g.,
15

Leamer (1980) found the similar tendency with Leontief’s (1953) data; the United States was an exporter of both
capital and labor services.
16
Which production function is appropriate might depend on the condition on labor share: βci≠βc’i or βci=βc’i.
17
Developing countries have larger shares of natural capital. Therefore, the GDP minus labor compensation
overestimates the compensation for physical capital.
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Lucas 1990). In fact, marginal products of capital in Caselli and Feyrer (2007) and the unit
capital requirements in the HOV literature are reciprocal, 18 and the evidence of convergence in
marginal product of capital implies that unit capital requirements (acKi) should also be equalized
across countries. 19 Indeed, while developing countries employ three times more labor,
developed countries employ only 37 percent more capital without any efficiency adjustment,
suggesting the strong convergence in techniques, acfi, only for capital. If we have the condition
βci=βc’i for any countries, the factor-augmenting productivity model has to be interpreted with
caution since the data suggests the possibility of capital mobility across countries.
Mundell (1957), for example, introduced capital mobility into the HO framework.
Assume that a labor abundant country imposes a tariff on its importing capital-intensive products.
The tariff raises the domestic price of the capital-intensive products and it increases the returns to
capital as predicted by the Stolper-Samuelson theorem. Since capital is now mobile, capital
flows to the labor abundant country until the rental rates equalize across countries. As a result,
the production activities of both labor- and capital-intensive sectors move to the labor abundant
country but the consumption point remains the same since the capital-recipient country has to
compensate for foreign capital. For the factor contents of trade, the capital abundant country
imports both labor and capital services and the labor abundant country exports both services.
This prediction is actually consistent with the data as in Table 6: the sign concordances between
labor and capital contents of trade are 79.3 percent.
While Mundell’s model discussed the factor mobility when the endowment point is in the
FPE set, Helpman (1984) introduced vertical FDI in the HO model when the endowment point is
outside of the FPE set. With the factor endowment point outside the FPE set, a capital abundant
country produces capital-intensive products with domestic labor and capital, and allocates its
remaining capital for foreign countries in exchange for compensations. This transferred capital
would be combined with foreign labor to produce capital-intensive and/or labor-intensive
products. Therefore, there is a gap between factor contents of domestic production and those of
18

To clarify the association between technique (acfi) in the HOV literature and marginal product of capital (MPKci)
in Caselli and Feyrer (2007), consider a constant-return production function, Yci=f(Lci,Kci)=(Lci)βi(Kci)(1-βi), and a
perfectly competitive capital market. Under this restricted conditions, I can derive the equality between the rental
rate of capital for each industry (rci) and the marginal product of capital (MPKci). If the capital share for industry i
(βi) is identical across countries, I have MPKci=βi(Yci/Kci) or MPKci=βi/acKi where Yci/Kci is roughly equal to acKi by
data construction.
19
Even though Caselli and Feyrer (2007) investigated the macroeconomic data, the tendency of convergence might
be applicable for industry-level data.
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domestic consumption, which creates a systematic error in factor contents of this country’s
trade. 20 Again, the capital abundant country could import both labor and capital services and the
labor abundant country exports both services. Taking the rapid globalization in production
network and FDI into accounts (e.g., Hanson, Mataloni, Slaughter 2005), it is no surprise that
capital moves across countries.

III. Conclusion

The long history of the empirical tests on the HOV model had concluded with the
evidence against its unrealistic assumptions: identical technique and FPE. This paper extends the
previous evidence and shows further that capital abundance plays a limited role to explain global
specialization across industries. While recent literature on the factor proportions models of
international trade concentrates on the models with the possibility of multiple-cone production
with labor-capital framework (e.g., Davis and Weinstein 2001; Choi and Krishna 2004; Lai and
Zhu 2007), the industry-level data from 29 countries provides weak evidence for across-industry
specialization. Rather, the data supports the view of within-industry specialization (Schott 2004).
Accumulation in capital does not shift the production mix towards more capital-intensive one but
shift towards more capital-intensive varieties within an industry.
The variation in technique is much greater across countries than industries. This simple
observation must be responsible for the previous empirical failures of the HOV model and its
variants (e.g., Bowen, Leamer, and Sveikauskas 1987; Trefler 1995; Davis and Weinstein 2001).
While this paper considers the limitation of the HOV model when industry-level data is
employed with the standard labor-capital framework, it does not necessarily reject all the
previous evidence for global specialization. In fact, we can casually observe across-industry
specialization such that China specializes in apparel and toys and the United States exports
airplanes and semiconductors, but I argue that it is hard to explain such specialization simply
from capital accumulation.
The international variation in technique stems exclusively from labor. Developing
countries employ more labor but there are no significant differences in capital usage. The
persistent difference in labor techniques across countries might involve many issues such as
educational attainment, skill composition, learning by doing, and skill complementarity. It must
20

See Nishioka (2008) for the systematic errors in factor trade in the context of Helpman’s (1984) model.
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be important to develop the industry-level data with various skill groups for both developed and
developing countries so that we can discuss the skill-endowment-driven specialization by
applying existing factor-abundance models in the global context. I also find the clear
convergence in capital technique and the Heckscher-Ohlin models allowing the possibility of
capital mobility (e.g., Mundell 1957; Helpman 1984) are likely to be consistent with the global
data. This finding is consistent with the evidence provided by Caselli and Feyrer (2007) who
argued that the convergence causes from international financial markets. This view has ignored
in the literature of the factor abundance models.
Finally, the evidence for within-industry specialization is derived from the systematic
difference in techniques between developed and developing countries, which is developed from
the TFP adjustment. Because TFP is roughly the weighted average of performances in labor and
capital, the TFP adjustment generates the techniques such that developed countries employ less
labor and more capital. Now, firm-level data are available for many countries. To connect the
old evidence of trade models to recent firm-heterogeneity literature (e.g., Melitz 2003 and
Bernard, Redding, and Schott 2007), it is important to study how industry-level TFPs are
composed of firm-level TFP by using firm-level data across countries.
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Appendix: Data Development

(1) Input-Output Data
Input-output (I-O) tables (total use) for Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Indonesia,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak
Republic, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States for year 2000 are
taken from the OECD Input-Output Database (2007). These I-O tables employ the ISIC Rev.3
with 48 industrial groups. To keep the consistency of sectors across 29 countries, I aggregate the
dataset into 30 industries.
Input-output matrices, final consumptions, gross outputs, exports, and imports are drawn
from the I-O tables. Final consumption is the sum of final consumption of households, final
consumption and investment of government, gross fixed capital formation, and changes in
inventory. Therefore, the total use table of country c satisfies the equation Tct=(I-Act)Qct-Dct
where Act is a 30×30 indirect technique for the unit intermediate requirements and (I-Act)Qct
vector equals net output (Yct) by construction. Act is obtained by taking input-output data from
the I-O tables and dividing inputs in each sector by the corresponding sector’s gross output.
To convert the dataset into 2000 international dollars, I use the country-level PPP rates
from the Penn World Table (PWT) 6.2 (Heston, Summers, and Aten, 2006). Unfortunately, I do
not have the industry-level PPP rates. This might conceal the cross-industry heterogeneity in
technique for each country. For Australia, nominal values in the I-O tables are uniformly
multiplied by the growth rates of total nominal GDP to adjust data from earlier years to the year
2000. For Greece, Ireland, New Zealand, Norway, and Portugal, gross outputs in the I-O tables
are multiplied by the growth rates of corresponding sectors’ nominal GDPs.
(2) Industry-Level Data for Factor Inputs
Physical Capital
Capital stock is developed from the discounted sum of real gross fixed capital formation
in 2000 international dollars (GFCFcit) from 1980 to 2000.
K ic =

2000

∑ (1 − 0.1333)

2000 −t

t =1980
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GFCFitc

For OECD countries, values for gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) are derived from the
OECD structural analysis (STAN) database (2005) and unreported data are estimated from the
ISIC Rev.2 version of the OECD STAN database (1998). As many GFCF data as possible are
derived from these databases but there are still some unavailable values. The following
procedure is taken to interpolate these data. First, some detailed sectors (e.g., 18 “Motor vehicles,
trailers and semi-trailers” and 19 “Other transport equipment”) are unavailable for certain years
but data for their aggregated value (18+19 “Transport equipment”) exist for all years. I use the
share of the nearest year to allocate those totals to each detailed sector. Second, if a country
reports only aggregated industry sub-totals (18+19 “Transport equipment”), I first develop
capital stocks of these sub-totals and allocate these values to each industry according to the
compensation for capital (gross operating surplus) obtained from the I-O tables. This procedure
is based on the idea that industry capital compensation flows are proportional to industry capital
stocks (Lai and Zhu, 2007). In particular, for non-OECD countries (Brazil, Indonesia, and
China) and for Greece and Turkey, I first develop country-level capital stocks and allocate each
country’s total capital stock to 30 industries according to capital compensation data from the I-O
tables. Finally, unreported years of Czech Republic (1980-1994), Hungary (1980-1990), Poland
(1980-1991), Portugal (1980-1994), and Slovak Republic (1980-1992) are interpolated with
industry-level growth rates of available years.
One major problem with using GFCF data from the OECD STAN database (2005) is that
most countries include residential investments but three (Canada, the United Kingdom and the
United States) do not. In particular, agriculture and real estate are the main sources of errors
from residential investments. To avoid serious errors, I obtain the difference between values for
gross fixed capital formation from the OECD STAN database and those from International
Financial Statistics (IMF) for these three countries and add these differences into the real estate
sector. Unfortunately, it is impossible to adjust agriculture for residential investment and caution
must be exercised when data from that sector are used in the analysis.
To convert GFCF figures into real series, I convert values into nominal U.S. dollars,
divide by the price of investment from the Penn World Table 6.2, and deflate by U.S. industrylevel prices for gross fixed capital formation, which is obtained from the OECD STAN database
(2005). After this conversion into 2000 international dollars, I compute real capital stock data,
using a depreciation rate of 0.1333 (e.g., Leamer, 1984; Bowen, Leamer, and Sveikauskas, 1987;
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and Davis and Weinstein, 2001). For Japan, industrial GFCF data are unavailable from the
STAN database. Therefore, I take the total GFCF series from the World Development Indicators
(World Bank) and Japan’s sectoral shares are obtained from the nominal investment matrix
tables of the ESRI-Histat database (ISIC Rev.3). The OECD Economic Outlook (2008) provides
the country-level stocks of physical capital in local nominal values for some OECD countries. I
convert these values to 2000 international dollars and allocate them by the sectoral values.
Working-Hour Adjusted Labor
Sectoral labor inputs (total employment) for the year 2000 are derived from the OECD
STAN databases (2005) and the ILO LABORSTA Internet Yearly Statistics
(http://laborsta.ilo.org/). Most data are available from these sources. If a country reports only
aggregated industry sub-totals, I allocate these to each industry according to the compensation of
employees obtained from the I-O tables. For most OECD countries, country-level annualworking hours are available from the OECD Employment and Labor Market Statistics (2006) but
it is not possible to obtain industry-level annual working hours. The data on weekly working
hours are available for all countries except China from ILO LABORSTA Internet Yearly
Statistics. I use the following equation, AHc=AHUS*WHc/WHUS where AHc is annual working
hours and WHc is weekly working hours for country c, to estimate the annual working hours for
Brazil, Indonesia, and Turkey. I cannot adjust total employment of China by working hours.
(3) Industry-Level Bilateral Trade
Bilateral trade flows for manufacturing from each of 26 OECD countries and each of all
29 countries are available from the OECD STAN Bilateral Trade Database (2005). Here, the
imports and exports from the rest of the world are added to those from or to China. Therefore,
factor contents of imports from the rest of the world are measured with China’s technique.
Bilateral trades for three countries, Brazil, Indonesia, and China, are developed from the data on
partners’ trades and Direction of Trade Statistics (IMF). I scale these bilateral trade flows so that
bilateral industry import totals match those from the I-O tables. Because there is no bilateral
trade data available for service industries, I allocate the total service imports for each industry
derived from the I-O tables into each of 29 countries by the share of total manufacturing imports.
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Table. Description of 30 Industries and 29 Countries
Industry #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Description
Agriculture, hunting, forestry, and fishing
Mining and quarrying
Food products and beverages
Textiles
Wood and of products of wood and cork
Paper and paper products
Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel
Chemicals and chemical products
Rubber and plastics products
Other non-metallic mineral products
Basic metals
Fabricated metal products
Machinery and equipment
Office, accounting and computing machinery
Electrical machinery and apparatus
Radio, television and communication equipment
Medical, precision and optical instruments
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
Other transport equipment
Other manufacturing (incuding recycling)
Electricity, gas and water supply
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade
Hotels and restaurants
Transport, storage and communications
Financial intermediation
Real estate, renting and business activities
Public administration and defence
Education
Health and social work

ISIC Rev.3
1-2, 5
10-14
15-16
17-19
20
21-22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36-37
40-41
45
50-52
55
60-64
65-67
70-74
75
80
85, 90-93, 95, 99
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Tradables
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

Country #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Country
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Czech
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Indonesia
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Korea
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Slovak
Spain
Sweden
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

North
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

Tables and Figures

Table 1. Summary Statistics in Techniques across Industries and Countries
I. Within-country means and standard deviations
Labor
Variable
mean
st.dev
All Countries
North (19 countries)
South (10 countries)

0.031
0.018
0.056

st.dev/mean

mean

Capital
st.dev

0.435
0.383
0.467

0.013
0.014
0.010

0.004
0.005
0.003

0.323
0.344
0.271

st.dev/mean

mean

Capital
st.dev

st.dev/mean

0.014
0.007
0.026

II. Within-industry means and standard deviations
Labor
Variable
mean
st.dev

st.dev/mean

All Industries
0.031
0.028
0.900
0.013
0.004
0.348
Manufactuirng
0.030
0.025
0.831
0.012
0.004
0.322
Services
0.035
0.035
0.996
0.012
0.004
0.320
Notes: (1) In panel I, means and standard deviations are first derived across industries for each country.
The numbers in the panel I are simple means of these across subsets of countries.
(2) In panel II, means and standard deviations are first derived across countries for each industry.
The numbers in the panel II are simple means of these across subsets of industries.

Table 2. Results of Technology Estimations

Model

Hicks-neutral
(TFP)
(S2-3)

I. Davis and Weinstein (2001)
DFS
Helpman
with FPE
multiple-cone
(S3-3)
(S4-3)

γK T
0.474 (0.012) 0.456 (0.014)
γK N
0.581
γLT
-0.474 (0.012) -0.492 (0.014)
γLN
-0.546 (0.019)
Parameters (k)
88
89
91
2
0.554
0.776
0.861
Adjusted R
-Log L (LL)
-1239
-640
-227
SIC
1.802
1.117
0.651
AIC
1.526
0.837
0.365
Notes: (1) Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
(2) There are 30 industries and 2 factors.
(3) The number of obervations is 1,740 (=30*29*2).
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Unrestricted
technology
(S5-3)

147
0.872
-125
0.774
0.313

II. Restricted Models
Constant
Constant
across-country across-sector
(S6-3)
(S7-3)

116
0.862
-205
0.733
0.369

0.492 (0.011)
0.492 (0.011)
-0.492 (0.011)
-0.492 (0.011)
31
0.726
-846
1.105
1.007

Table 3. Trade Tests for Labor and Capital
I. Production Tests

Model
Slope Test
Standard error
R-squared
Variance Test

Labor
Davis and Weinstein (2001)
(S1-1) (S2-1) (S3-1) (S4-1) (S5-1)

Restricted
(S6-1) (S7-1)

Capital
Davis and Weinstein (2001)
(S1-1) (S2-1) (S3-1) (S4-1) (S5-1)

Restricted
(S6-1) (S7-1)

0.149
0.035
0.201
0.048

0.979
0.006
0.999
0.955

0.920
0.036
0.947
0.910

1.039
0.007
0.999
1.079

0.666
0.074
0.667
0.566

0.919
0.027
0.971
0.846

1.033
0.006
0.999
1.077

1.049
0.006
0.999
1.112

1.032
0.007
0.998
1.080

0.826
0.046
0.895
0.710

0.927
0.016
0.990
0.852

1.008
0.007
0.999
1.021

1.002
0.006
0.999
1.006

1.105
0.007
0.999
1.227

II. Trade Tests

Model
Sign Test
Slope Test
Standard error
R-squared
Variance Test

Labor
Davis and Weinstein (2001)
(S1-2) (S2-2) (S3-2) (S4-2) (S5-2)

Restricted
(S6-1) (S7-1)

Capital
Davis and Weinstein (2001)
(S1-2) (S2-2) (S3-2) (S4-2) (S5-2)

Restricted
(S6-1) (S7-1)

0.379
0.005
0.001
0.407
0.000

0.759
0.303
0.058
0.490
0.187

0.621 0.655
0.023 -0.110
0.049 0.014
0.008 0.680
0.066 0.018

0.690
0.470
0.100
0.439
0.503

0.448
0.026
0.005
0.451
0.001

0.931
0.276
0.007
0.983
0.077

0.897
0.308
0.007
0.987
0.096

0.897
0.287
0.006
0.988
0.083

0.862
0.417
0.013
0.975
0.178

0.897
0.220
0.018
0.839
0.058

0.897
0.325
0.025
0.855
0.124

0.897
0.315
0.025
0.850
0.116

0.862
0.388
0.030
0.859
0.175

III. Factor Endowment Shares

Model
North (19 countries)
South (10 countries)

Vc

Labor Share (%)
Davis and Weinstein (2001)
VcH
VcD
VcM
VcM'

27.9
72.1

46.2
53.8

46.6
53.4

39.3
60.7

39.8
60.2

Restricted
VcF
VcR
70.1
29.9

40.1
59.9

Vc
75.9
24.1

Capital Share (%)
Davis and Weinstein (2001)
VcH
VcD
VcM
VcM '
86.0
14.0

86.2
13.8

84.7
15.3

84.9
15.1

Restricted
VcF
VcR
70.3
29.7

Table 4. Summary Statistics in Unrestricted Helpman's Technologies (S5-2)
across Industries and Countries with TFP Adjustments
I. Within-country means and standard deviations
Labor
Variable
mean
st.dev
All Countries
North (19 countries)
South (10 countries)

0.019
0.014
0.027

0.019
0.018
0.021

mean

Capital
st.dev

st.dev/mean

0.334
0.281
0.385

0.009
0.011
0.006

0.002
0.003
0.001

0.250
0.267
0.193

st.dev/mean

mean

Capital
st.dev

st.dev/mean

0.434
0.415
0.447

0.009
0.009
0.009

0.003
0.002
0.003

0.294
0.274
0.316

0.006
0.004
0.011

II. Within-industry means and standard deviations
Labor
Variable
mean
st.dev
All Industries
Manufactuirng
Services

st.dev/mean

0.008
0.007
0.009

30

85.1
14.9

Table 5. The Association between Measured Factor Contents of Trades for 3 Specifications
I. Labor
Sign Concordance (%)
(S5-2)
(S6-2)
(S7-2)
Unrestricted Helpman (S5-2)
Across-industry (S6-2)
Across-country (S7-2)

100
44.8
89.7

100
55.2

(S5-2)

100

Correlation
(S6-2)
(S7-2)

1.000
0.635
0.997

1.000
0.589

(S5-2)

1.000

1.000
0.012
2.078

Correlation
(S6-2)
(S7-2)

(S5-2)

Variance Ratio
(S6-2)
(S7-2)
1.000
0.006

1.000

II. Capital
Sign Concordance (%)
(S5-2)
(S6-2)
(S7-2)
Unrestricted Helpman (S5-2)
Across-industry (S6-2)
Across-country (S7-2)

100
72.4
96.6

100
75.9

100

(S5-2)
1.000
-0.602
0.997

1.000
-0.628

1.000

Variance Ratio
(S6-2)
(S7-2)

1.000
0.590
1.526

1.000
0.387

1.000

Table 6. The Association between Factor Contents of Trade and Trade Balance for (S6-2)
Sign Concordance (%)
MLCT
MKCT
TB
Measured Labor Contents of Trade (MLCT)
Measured Capital Contents of Trade (MKCT)
Trade Balance (TB)

100
79.3
86.2

100
93.1

100

MLCT

Correlation
MKCT

TB

1.000
0.849
0.943

1.000
0.971

1.000

Figure 1. Coefficients on Country Capital to Labor Ratios across Industries
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Figure 2-1. Trade with Unrestricted Technology (S5-2) - Labor
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Figure 2-2. Trade with Unrestricted Technology (S5-2) - Capital
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Figure 3-1. Unrestricted Technology (S5-3) with TFP Adjustments - Labor
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Figure 3-2. Unrestricted Technology (S5-3) with TFP Adjustments - Capital
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Figure 4. Techniques and Capital Intensity across Industries
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Figure 5. Techniques and Capital Intensity across Countries
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